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Abstract
The semantic role repository is a resource that complements FrameNet 1.5, providing a better characterization of FrameNet semantic roles in terms of WordNet synsets.
In this paper we report on the conversion of the resource into OWL/RDF, explain
the resource structure and discuss the potential applications of the resource and the
accompanying tools.
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Creation of the repository

FrameNet [4] is one of the most important semantic resources encoding information about
situations, the frames, and the involved participants, represented through their semantic
roles or frame elements (FEs). FrameNet is currently characterized by an extremely high
number of roles, which amount to 8,884 in the last resource release (version 1.5). In order
to provide a better generalization over all these roles, around 40 semantic types have been
defined by FrameNet lexicographers to provide semantic constraints on FE fillers (e.g. the
semantic type Sentient is assigned to the Agent FE). Still, these semantic types cover only
54% of all FEs.
In order to tackle the problem of role generalization and provide a semantic characterization of typical role fillers, we automatically created a mapping between FrameNet roles
and WordNet synsets [1]. The resource, which we refer to as sense repository, was created
in a bottom-up fashion, starting from the FrameNet corpus, so that we were able to assign a
(statistically interpretable) weight to each WordNet synset associated with a FrameNet role
(see [5] for the details on the workflow). After each role filler was disambiguated by assigning a WordNet synset to it, a further generalization was performed by selecting from the
WordNet taxonomy [2] only the synsets that most frequently dominate (i.e. are hypernyms
of) the role fillers.
Let us give an example of an entry of the repository. For the Entity semantic role of
the Aging frame, 38 annotated examples can be found in the FrameNet corpus. After
disambiguating the role fillers and generalizing through WordNet taxonomy, the following
two lines are added to Aging–Entity file of the repository:
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person 100007846, 36, 0.947368421052632
equipment 103294048, 2, 0.0526315789473684
suggesting that around 95% of the examples of the role fillers fall in person and 5% in equipment category, where the category is a WordNet synset (the 9-digit number in a WordNet
synset name is its numerical ID).
While the first version of the sense repository was created in plain text, we further
converted it into RDF/OWL in order to make it available to the Semantic Web.
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Conversion into RDF

We have modeled the structure of the repository as an ontology. Specifically, the main
class of the ontology is learntSemType, each individual of which corresponds to one
line in the repository and represents one possible category for a filler for a particular frame-FE pair. For example, for the Aging frame and for the Entity frame element, two entities of learntSemType were created: one for person WordNet synset
(lst-Aging-Entity-person 100007846), and one for equipment WordNet synset
(lst-Aging-Entity-equipment 103294048).
We used WordNet 3.0 RDF1 representation to connect our resource to WordNet. For
the structure of the OWL version of FrameNet 1.5, we initially have chosen to rely on [3].
However, as the populated ontology is not yet available, we used FrameNet 1.5 XML representation as a reference for defining frame and semantic role URIs within the ontology.
The properties of an individual of learntSemType class and the schematic relations
between FrameNet, WordNet and our resource are depicted in Figure 1.
As can be seen from Figure 1, learntSemType is a subclass of the FrameElement class, which is a class in the OWL representation of FrameNet.
For example, lst-Abusing-Victim-person 100007846 is an individual of the class
FE Victim 4016. In addition, each individual of the learntSemType class has the following properties:
• hasWNSynset links an individual to a WordNet 3.0 synset;
• hasTotalNumExamples links an individual to the number of examples in the corpus
annotated with the frame – FE pair this individual corresponds to (e.g. there are 4
examples in the corpus annotated with FE Victim 4016);
• hasNumExamples links an individual to the number of examples in the corpus annotated with the frame – FE pair this individual corresponds to, that are classified with
WordNet synset or its hyponym specified by hasWNSynset property (e.g. 2 examples
annotated with FE Victim 4016 were classified either as person 100007846 or its
hyponym);
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http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/lod/wn30/
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Figure 1: Structure of the resource and its relations to WordNet and FrameNet.
• hasWeight
links
an
individual
to
the
weight
associated
with
(frame, FE, WordNet synset), which in the simplest case is the rate
hasNumExamples/hasTotalNumExamples (for more details see [5]).
A URI of an individual of the ontology is in the following format:
PATH/Frame#lst-Frame-FrameElement-WNSynset,

for example, PATH/Abusing#lst-Abusing-Victim-person_100007846,
where PATH is https://dkm.fbk.eu/FrameNet_SenseRepos/senses.
Such a URI resolves in a document that contains RDF representation of all individuals
corresponding to a given frame.
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Availability of the resource

The OWL version of the resource is downloadable from
https://dkm.fbk.eu/index.php/FrameNet_extension:_repository_of_senses

The resource is also registered with CKAN:
http://thedatahub.org/dataset/framenet-sense-repository.
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There, the RDF version of the sense repository consists of 24,569 individuals (corresponding to the objects of learntSemType class). Each individual is connected to FrameNet
and WordNet, and contains statistical information through hasTotalNumExamples,
hasNumExamples and hasWeight properties. Therefore, the resource contains
122,845 meaningful triples2 .
A java-based tool has also been implemented and made available at the link above for
querying, filtering and computing statistics on the repository. For instance, this tool allows
users to collect statistics on all WordNet synsets associated with a given semantic type, or to
select and return only the synsets more frequently associated with a specific frame element.
In this way, it is possible to focus only on the most typical mappings, while reducing the
number of outliers.
As an example, let us investigate how the Agent frame element is characterized with
respect to WordNet (i.e. in terms of WordNet synsets). In our repository, Agent is present
in 142 different frames, and its semantic type has been labeled as ‘Sentient’ by FrameNet
lexicographers. This information is very generic, while we may want to reduce the scope of
possible fillers for this frame element and see if it changes for specific frames. The statistic
analysis shows that, in our sense repository, in most of the cases Agent is mapped to person#n#1 synset, with person#n#1 being the only associated synset in around 30% of the
cases. However, there are few interesting exceptions: for instance, for the Project frame,
which describes an agent engaged in a complex activity to carry out a project, Agent is associated to country#n#2 in 89% of the cases. The same happens with the Execute plan
frame. For Cause to resume, Agent has been mapped to company#n#1 in 100% of the
cases. These results show that our frequency-based analysis may help refining the frame
element descriptions in FrameNet by finding better, more specific characterizations for their
semantic types.
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Discussion and applications

Since the dataset has been automatically acquired, some of the synsets connected to frame
elements may not be actually representative of the typical role fillers. This depends on the
different processing steps required to connect each frame element with a synset list starting
from FrameNet annotated sentences: the complex mapping pipeline may introduce noise at
different steps. Nevertheless, this problem has been mitigated by the additional statistical
information acquired from the corpus, because if a synset has been coupled very frequently
to a frame element, it is likely to be correct. The java-based tool described above is meant
to be used exactly to discard the less frequent mappings.
The resource can be of interest to researchers working in different fields. Linguists may
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Current version of the resource contains more triples, e.g. to preserve the ontology structure or to
facilitate the query processing; as this is a matter of further optimization, we do not include these triples in
the number reported above.
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exploit it to easily compare and connect semantic information from FrameNet and WordNet, while the different statistics on the mapping provide useful insights into corpus-based
studies. Researchers working in the Natural Language Processing field may integrate synset
information in semantic role labelling (SRL) systems, in order to improve generalization over
the different role fillers (for a first investigation on this, see [5]). In fact, the synset list and
the corresponding statistics represent an intermediate layer between the role fillers, whose
information may be very specific but sparse, and the semantic types, which may be too
generic. A practical application of this resource could be its integration in a SRL system in
the form of role filler’s features based on WordNet. Finally, this repository may be used by
the Semantic Web community for the tasks that require reasoning jointly on two logically
structured resources, FrameNet and WordNet.
In general, this resource represents a step towards deep semantic understanding, because
it exploits the advantages of simple but powerful triple-based representation to enhance the
interoperability of different linguistic resources.
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